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see more than we process 
what do I attend to? 

sight vs. attention 
Passive attention (I see it by design) 
Active attention (I search for it) 

attention > attraction 
attach meaning 
Triggers memory

How does your mind work?



eye drawn to key elements 
bigger 

bolder 

irregular 

mind moves to content 
skimming 

understanding

How does your mind work?



Visual fields 
focus 

wide 
big picture 

medium 
mid-range detail 

tight 
close-up

How does your eye work?

Tahoe ad



focus 
vary from dead center 

rule of thirds

How does your eye work?



angles 
vary from straight on 

left and right 

up and down

How does your eye work?

Dog Jog ad
Gun ad



uncluttered 
Because you can does not 
mean you should 

dominant attraction 
Z 
shapes 
oval 

triangle 

rectangle 

used the most in media 

!

Universal principles



CRAP
Contrast 

Big Contrasts, don’t go for subtlety  

Repetition Repetition Repetition  
Alignment 

Shows how things are connected 

Proximity 
Close means related



contrast 
if they’re not the same, make them noticeably different 

repetition 
shape, color, texture, size, etc. 

alignment 
visual connection 

proximity 
closely group related items

A CRAP Example



Universal principles
 grid systems 

 breaks into chunks 

 emphasize alignment 

 transparent to eye 

 central to organized feel 

 establish hierarchy



newspaper, magazine,  
newsletter, brochure 
page elements 

text 
headlines 
art 
cutlines

Text-focused layouts



print ads, outdoor, 
direct mail 
key display element 
headline relates concept 
visual supports concept 
aimed at target 
single message

Concept-focused layouts



groups of rectangles 
stack 

photo 

cutline 

headline 

subhead 

text 

boxes

Units



dominant image 
33% art 
white space 
clean lines 
logical structure 
productive color

Units



2” to 10” deep 
1.75” to 3.25” wide 
effects in small doses 
10 pt average 
leading + 20% 
serif vs. sans serif

Text

n n n
hj hj hj



1 serif, 1 sans 
jumps 

4” before 

6” after 

once per story

Text



every story 
smaller down page 
size = importance 
5-10 words 
subheads

Headlines



writing 
present tense 

short, descriptive,  
active, clear words 

remember, readers are skimming 

avoid passive, stilted, verb-less, noun-less, jargon,  
quotes, bad splits, errors 

SEO 

Search Engine Optimization

Headlines



every photo 
connect directly 
shape matches photo 
bolder 
ID major point 
photo credits 
law and ethics

Cutlines



line art, photos, infographics, boxes 
line art 

sins of clip art 

specific purpose 

unobtrusive 

consistency

Art



photos 
real people, real things 

action 

face accompanying text 

dominant photo 

varied shapes, sizes 

delivers meaning 

stock vs. shot

Art



infographics 
visual + text = meaning 

all elements contribute 

elements proportionate 

digestible

Art



boxes 
quote boxes 

lists

Art



digital manipulation 
changing meaning

Ethics



Ethics



Ethics
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